Introduction
It is probably impossible to define a clear "problem space" or "discipline/domain boundary" for the ICT application domain named "environmental informatics" or "environmental software systems" (ESS). The more concrete one tries to capture these boundaries the larger the problem space seems to get and the boundaries become fuzzy and difficult to grasp. There have been discussions whether this is a "discipline" (a pure computer scientist will say: no), an "applied discipline", a "domain" and so forth. For the remainder of this article I shall call it "field of work" or just "the field" because this sounds neutral enough. Starting early on, there have been attempts to classify what environmental software systems are, to provide an overview of research and application, like for instance in the first paper [1] of the first ISESS book [2] . An early book [3] is structuring the field according to the dividing line between technology and application [3] . Reading some of the material today reveals interesting aspects.
Seeing it today, some material looks naïve, but I have always been surprised how many of the hard problems which our field is dealing with today have already been identified 25 years ago, and on what impressive level, considering that informatics as a discipline was in its infancies. My own entry into the field was on September 30 and October 1, 1986, when my boss at the time, Dr. Andreas Jaeschke of KfK (today Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, KIT) organised the first recognised scientific event regarding environmental software systems, figure 1. It was my first day at work after university. The proceedings were published as a KfK report [4] and are probably the earliest proceedings published in the field.
I remember a talk in which a representative of a German federal state ministry reported about an analysis being carried out towards an integrated state-wide information system. That analysis had revealed that the state operated several hundred information systems relevant for environmental applications (unfortunately that statement was not published in the paper, so you just have to believe me). Needless to say that most of them were incompatible with each other -this just seems to be the way how ICT's grow in large organisations in an uncontrollable fashion -a situation which many readers today may be able to relate to.
Every book or proceedings on ESS has to find a way to structure the content, which is nothing else than trying to structure the current status of the field. Some books try to apply the dividing line: methodology / application while others don't, and clearly each volume is influenced by actual research and policy trends. For instance the 2013 and 2011 proceedings [5, 6] have a mixed approach (technology chapters like future internet or semantics vs. application chapters like risk management or climate change) while the 2015 book [7] applies a pure ICT structuring approach as follows:
• context articles, including keynotes and discussion papers • information systems, information modelling and semantics • decision support tools and systems • modelling and simulation systems • architectures, infrastructures, platforms and services • requirements, software engineering and software tools • analytics and visualization • high performance computing and BigData During the late 1990's there have been on-going discussions whether an environmental information system (EIS) is something different than an environmental decision support system (EDSS). A workshop report [10] of ISESS 1999 [11] is trying to answer 
